Proprioceptive muscle tendon stimulation reduces symptoms in primary orthostatic tremor.
Primary orthostatic tremor (OT) is characterized by high-frequency lower limb muscle contractions and a disabling sense of unsteadiness while standing. To date, therapeutic options for OT are limited. Here, we examined the effects of proprioceptive leg muscle stimulation via muscle tendon vibration (MTV) on tremor and balance control in patients with primary OT. Tremor in nine patients with primary OT was examined during four conditions: standing (1), standing with MTV on the bilateral soleus muscles (2), lying (3), and lying with MTV (4). Tremor characteristics were assessed by frequency domain analysis of surface EMG recordings from four leg muscles. Body sway was analyzed using posturographic recordings. During standing, all patients showed a coherent high-frequency tremor in leg muscles and body sway that was absent during lying (p < 0.001). MTV during standing did not reset tremor frequency, but resulted in a decreased tremor intensity (p < 0.001; mean reduction: 32.5 ± 7.1%) and body sway (p = 0.032; mean reduction: 37.2 ± 6.8%). MTV did not affect muscle activity during lying. Four patients further reported a noticeable relief from unsteadiness during stimulation. Proprioceptive stimulation did not reset tremor frequency consistent with the presumed central origin of OT. However, continuous MTV influenced the emergence of OT symptoms resulting in reduced tremor intensity, improved posture, and a relief from unsteadiness in half of the examined patients. These findings indicate that MTV either directly interferes with the peripheral manifestation of the central oscillatory pattern or prevents proprioceptive afferent feedback from becoming extensively synchronized at the tremor frequency.